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Abstract
The distinction between perception and cognition frames countless debates in philosophy and cognitive science. But what, if anything, does this distinction actually amount to? In this introductory article, we summarize recent work on this question. We first briefly consider the possibility that a perception-cognition border should be 

eliminated from our scientific ontology, and then introduce and critically examine five positive approaches to marking a perception–cognition border, framed in terms of phenomenology, revisability, modularity, format, and stimulus-dependence.

1 | INTRODUCTION

The distinction between perception and cognition is part of common-sense. It is reflected in our leisure-time activities (as when birdwatchers imagine kakapos, but only dream of seeing one), our institutions (as when jurors distinguish eyewitness testimony from a prosecutor’s speculations), and myriad practical matters (as when doctors hear a cough and infer the presence of COVID). But the distinction is also central to debates in philosophy and cognitive science—for example, about whether causation can be perceived, whether believing that something is a banana makes it look more yellow, and whether folk psychological categories provide a legitimate starting point for cognitive science.

Much attention has thus been paid to how we might informatively characterize the perception–cognition border. In what follows, we take readers on a whistle-stop tour of recent developments in this burgeoning literature (for a complementary review, see Nes et al., 2023). Each section considers a prominent approach to characterizing the border. We begin with eliminativism, which rejects the existence of a border outright, before considering five positive proposals that seek to characterize a perception-cognition border in terms of phenomenology, revisability, modularity,
format, and stimulus-dependence, respectively. Each positive proposal can be seen to offer a standalone characterization of the distinction between perception and cognition. However, it is an interesting question how these accounts relate. Purists will hold that one proposal takes priority over the others. Impurists will maintain that multiple proposals must be combined to mark the one true border. Pluralists will insist that several proposals are viable, and conclude that there are multiple independent, yet equally legitimate, perception–cognition borders (Phillips, 2019).

There are various ways of carving up the territory. But one important division concerns whether an approach begins with perception or thought. Perception-first approaches are concerned with how perception (seeing, hearing, etc.) differs from everything post-perceptual, including not just thought, but also sensory memory and sensory imagination (e.g., recalling what your kitchen looks like, or visualizing what it would look like with new countertops). Thought-first approaches, by contrast, prioritize the ways in which thoughts, beliefs, or other propositional attitudes differ from perception, and may be less interested in where things like memory or imagination fit into the picture.

2 | ELIMINATIVISM

While most of this article will be spent critically examining positive accounts of the perception-cognition border, it is worth emphasising that the existence of some such border is no foregone conclusion. Eliminativists maintain that the intuitive distinction between perception and cognition is nothing more than a confused relic of pre-scientific theorising (Clark, 2013; Lupyan, 2016; Shea, 2014).

One motivation for eliminativism concerns borderline phenomena that resist straightforward classification as perceptual or cognitive, such as the input-driven attribution of high-level contents such as kinds, location, number, agency, and causation (Shea, 2014). How to classify these phenomena remains a matter of controversy (Abid, 2022; Block, 2023; Carey, 2009; Siegel & Byrne, 2017). A second motivation for eliminativism derives from specific theories of the human mind, such as predictive processing, which posit pervasive interactions between cognition and perception. This is sometimes taken to eliminate any genuine distinction between the two, by revealing that these psychological categories are inextricably intertwined and impossible to neatly dissociate (Clark, 2013; Friston, 2010; Lupyan, 2016).

Of course, the theories motivating these claims are themselves controversial (Orlandi & Lee, 2018; Sun & Firestone, 2020). Moreover, the extent to which they bear on accounts of the perception-cognition border is not straightforward. As we will see, many accounts of the perception-cognition border are agnostic about how cognition and perception interact. In addition, Macpherson (2017) notes that it is often unclear whether the interactions these theories describe obtain between cognitive and perceptual states of the subject, or merely among “sub-doxastic information-carrying states of the brain that the subject does not in principle have access to” (11). For Macpherson, interactions of the latter sort are fully consistent with there being no interactions of the former variety. In any case, it is worth stressing that some indeterminacy, or messiness, at or near a perception-cognition border is to be expected on all accounts. This is because few real-world distinctions are perfectly sharp. Canada is distinct from the United States, though whether this or that pebble along the border belongs to one country or the other may admit of no principled answer.

With these complications in view, the strongest motivation for eliminativism is likely to be the perceived failure of other approaches. To assess eliminativism, we must thus assess other approaches.

3 | PHENOMENOLOGY

The phenomenal character of a mental state concerns what it is like to be in that state. At least in paradigm cases, what it is like to perceive is quite different from what it is like to cognize. No one would confuse seeing seven apples with thinking of seven apples. Could we thereby distinguish perception from cognition on phenomenological grounds?
For those taking a perception-first approach, Hume’s (1739/2000) distinction between impressions and ideas is a natural source for inspiration. Thus, one might maintain that while perception has a strong and lively phenomenal character, imagination, memory, and other aspects of cognition have a fainter, more subdued phenomenal character. But this approach faces a challenge: perceptual experiences can themselves be very faint, and it’s questionable whether the faintest perceptual experiences are fainter than the most vivid memories or imaginations. This objection gains support from empirical evidence that perception is confused with imagination (Perky, 1910; Segal, 1972; Allen, 2015, pp. 293-294; Nanay, 2012) and memory (Firestone & Scholl, 2015), and that they recruit similar neural regions (Kosslyn et al., 2006; Dijkgraaf et al., 2019; Pearson, 2019; but see Cavedon-Taylor, 2021).

For those taking a thought-first approach, an initial question is whether occurrence thought has a distinctive phenomenal character—that is, whether there is “cognitive phenomenology” (Bayne and Montague, 2011). If not, then it’s trivial to distinguish the phenomenal character of thought from the phenomenal character of perception. Alternatively, if there is something it’s like to think, the task becomes harder since one needs to say how cognitive phenomenology differs from perceptual phenomenology. Kriegel (2019) despairs that this may be impossible, so (reluctantly) embraces primitivism about the distinction: there is a difference in phenomenal character between perception and cognition, but it’s not possible to informatively characterize that difference. Montague (2023) is also skeptical of informatively characterizing the distinction, but for a different reason. She claims that tokening a concept has a distinctive phenomenal character, but maintains that concepts are tokened in high-level perception, not just thought. She thus claims that thought can be phenomenally distinguished only from low-level perception, which she calls “sense,” and not perception as such.

One concern with drawing the perception–cognition border in terms of phenomenology is that philosophers and scientists often hold that perception can be unconscious (Burge, 2010a; Block, 2016a; but see Phillips, 2018). Even those who disagree should admit that perception science is usually focused less on consciousness than on information processing. For understanding perception science, an appeal to a non-phenomenological perception–cognition border might therefore be more illuminating. Even so, phenomenology could still serve as a helpful criterion for certain purposes; most obviously, studying consciousness itself.

4 | REVISABILITY

It is a familiar fact, noticed by Descartes (1641/2017, Meditation III) and Berkeley (1710/1982, Part I §§28-29), that perception is insulated from the will. If you’re visually attending to a red traffic light, you will almost certainly perceive the light as red—even if you would like it to be green. Hence, you cannot will yourself to perceive things in the way that you will yourself to think or imagine things. We might therefore distinguish perception from cognition by appealing to the will.

Beliefs present a challenge to this suggestion since they, too, seem insulated from the will (Williams, 1973). If offered $100 to stand on your desk, you could do so and earn the money. But if offered $100 to believe you are standing on your desk, you would struggle to do so—at least not without first standing on your desk.

Taking a thought-first approach, Helton (2018, 2020) replies that while beliefs are not under voluntary control, they are revisable, which distinguishes them from percepts. When you have strong counterevidence against your belief that p, you have the psychological ability—the cognitive skills required—to stop believing that p. In defense of this claim, Helton appeals to two premises: (1) The Norm of Revision: if you have strong evidence that not-p, then you ought to revise your belief that p; and (2) Epistemic Ought Implies Psychological Can: if you ought to revise your belief, then you have the cognitive skills required to do so.

In defense of Epistemic Ought Implies Psychological Can, Helton draws a distinction between two ways in which belief revision can fail. First, a strong desire, false belief, or other mental state can interfere with revision. For example, your belief that $8 \times 6 = 46$ might block you from revising your mistaken belief about how much you owe the waiter. According to Helton, you still have an obligation to revise your belief in such a case, but you also have the cognitive...
skills to do so. A little reflection can bring you to see that \(8 \times 6 \neq 46\). Second, belief revision can fail because you lack the relevant skills. For example, there is arguably a sense in which one ought to believe everything that is logically entailed by one's beliefs, but no one can do that. Here, Helton says that there is no real epistemic obligation. No one is obligated to believe everything that is entailed by one's beliefs because no one has that cognitive skill. Epistemic obligations are constrained by cognitive skills.

A challenge to this suggestion arises when we consider people who are systematically bad reasoners. Take someone who systematically affirms the consequent; they lack the cognitive skills needed to reason properly. Helton should conclude that they lack an epistemic obligation to avoid affirming the consequent. But that seems questionable. Plausibly, they have an epistemic obligation to acquire new reasoning skills. (This is arguably one reason why many philosophy departments have logic requirements.) But then, it is questionable whether one's epistemic obligations are really constrained by one's cognitive skills. *Prima facie*, you can have an obligation to revise your beliefs even if you currently lack the cognitive skills required to do so (*pace* Epistemic Ought Implies Psychological Can).

This doesn’t challenge Helton’s main thesis that beliefs are revisable; it merely challenges a premise in her argument for that conclusion. But it might also be questioned whether revisability can ground a distinction between perception and cognition in general. That’s because even if beliefs are revisable, there are other cognitive states that are plausibly un-revisable.

Helton acknowledges this (2020, p. 502). She allows that some pretenses, suppositions, and entertained thoughts may not be revisable in the above sense. The aim of her 2020 article is simply to offer a (partial) characterization of belief, not cognition in general. But in other work, Helton (2018) argues that we literally see the intentions of others in part because certain mental representations of intention are un-revisable (cf. Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Westfall, forthcoming). There she reasons by elimination: these states cannot be beliefs because they are un-revisable; they can’t be suppositions, pretenses, or entertained thoughts for independent reasons; thus, they are perceptions. However, it might be thought that various other cognitive states are post-perceptual yet un-revisable in relevant ways. For instance, various theorists posit post-perceptual systems of “core cognition” (Carey, 2009; Spelke, 2000) and “minimal mindreading” (Apperly & Butterfill, 2009), which facilitate relevant forms of mental state ascription, despite being inferentially isolated from thought in ways that revisability would preclude (but see Herschbach, 2015). Still, revisability might remain a strong contender for distinguishing belief from perception.

5 | MODULARITY

Consider the Müller-Lyer illusion (Figure 1). The top line looks longer than the bottom line even though both are identical in length. Moreover, believing that the lines are identical in length does not change how they appear. The perceptual machinery responsible for your experience would, thus, seem impervious to your beliefs in some important respect. This motivates the idea that perception is modular; that perceptual mechanisms operate independently of, and without access to, cognition in some important and distinctive respect (Fodor, 1983; Pylyshyn, 1999). Might perception then be distinguished from cognition by virtue of its modularity?

One concern with this suggestion is that perception might not be as computationally insulated from cognition as the Müller-Lyer illusion suggests (Arstila, 2017; Block, 2016; Macpherson, 2012; Ogilvie & Carruthers, 2016; Prinz, 2007; Ransom, 2020; Stokes, 2021; Wu, 2017). For instance, it has long been argued that beliefs about an object’s canonical color can change its perceptual appearance, causing an orange heart to appear redder than it otherwise would (Delk & Fillenbaum, 1965) or a gray banana to appear yellow (Hansen et al., 2006), with others claiming that visual imagery alters perceptual processing in similarly subtle ways (Pearson et al., 2008; Perky, 1910). On these grounds, many argue that perception is “cognitively penetrated” despite the recalcitrance of illusions like the Muller-Lyer.

One complication is that these empirical claims are hotly contested (Gross et al., 2014; Stokes, 2013; Valenti & Firestone, 2019), and the philosophical consequences depend on how they are resolved. If there is no cognitive
penetration whatsoever (Firestone & Scholl, 2016), this concern gains no traction. Conversely, if cognitive penetration is as rampant as some claim (Lupyan, 2016), modularity views are arguably in trouble (but see Macpherson, 2017). But if—as many now think—cognitive penetration exists but is limited in scope (Block, 2023), the consequences are less straightforward.

For instance, Green (2020) defends an “architectural division” between perception and cognition that recognizes “strict constraints on information flow” from perception to cognition (p. 323). He nevertheless maintains that cognitive penetration occurs. To this end, he is impressed by “precuing effects” in which cues to anticipate or attend to a given dimension, such as color or motion, alter how it is perceptually processed. For Green, these precuing effects suggest that cognitive states modulate, and thereby penetrate, perceptual processing, influencing the values it ends up representing.

At the same time, Green denies that cognition is capable of enriching perception by enabling it to compute over new dimensions entirely. Thus, while one can learn to distinguish Manzano bananas from Cavendish, Lady Finger, and other bananas, doing so would not enable one’s visual system to represent and compute over a new visual dimension. In learning to recognize Manzano bananas, one alters the cognitive categories used to interpret the outputs of vision; but one does not alter the dimensions represented within vision itself. Thus, Green advances the Dimension Restriction Hypothesis (DRH): perception is distinguished from cognition because perceptual processes are incapable of enrichment. They are “architecturally constrained to compute over a bounded class of dimensions” (p. 330). Cognition might modulate the intensity of a perceptual dimension (e.g., by making bananas look yellower), but it cannot enrich perception with new dimensions (e.g., add the perceptual category Manzano banana).

By distinguishing modulation from enrichment, DRH promises to save some notion of modularity while accommodating certain types of cognitive penetration. But DRH won’t make everyone happy. Most obviously, some will object that cognitive penetration does enrich perceptual content (Begby, 2017; Churchland, 1988; Kuhn, 1962; Siegel, 2010). Others will complain that DRH fails to explain the phenomena that have traditionally motivated modularists. For example, since DRH allows for modulation effects, it doesn’t explain why our beliefs about the lengths of the Müller-Lyer lines don’t modulate how they appear. While this may not refute the idea that DRH provides an extensionally adequate characterization of the perception–cognition border, it casts doubt on the suggestion that DRH carves that border at its most fundamental joint.

With this in view, some modularists seek to accommodate cognitive penetration in other ways. For example, Quilty-Dunn (2020c) observes that precuing effects often involve modulation by cognitively driven attention. But he argues that attentionally modulated cognitive penetration does not, and could not, violate the modularity of
perceptual systems. That’s because Quilty-Dunn takes the heart of modularity to concern a proprietary information store. Perception is modular insofar as it relies solely on its own information store when interpreting its inputs. And while attention prioritizes and modulates perceptual processing, it doesn’t provide perception with access to new information. For example, attention doesn’t allow one’s beliefs to enter into perceptual processing. The way in which attention allows cognition to penetrate perception thus does not count as a violation of modularity.

Clarke (2021) develops a congenial suggestion. He notes that for perception to be modular there need not be one big perceptual module. Instead, perception might comprise a hierarchy of modules (Fodor, 1983, p. 46; Quilty-Dunn, 2020c, p. 344). Thus, early visual modules might offer a preliminary analysis of light on the retina, such that the outputs of this analysis can then be taken as input by higher level modules tasked with identifying increasingly abstract information (Marr, 1982). But, as Clarke observes, all of this is compatible with cognition influencing perception at the joints between modules in the hierarchy. For provided that each module processes its inputs entirely based on information stored in its own private store, every perceptual system would remain fully encapsulated from information outside of that store. On Clarke’s view, cognitive penetration which occurs in this manner is thus fully compatible with the view that perception is modular through-and-through.

Clarke proceeds to argue that plausible cases of cognitive penetration may even evince a picture of this sort. He considers alleged cases of cognitive penetration involving interactions between mental imagery and vision. Various theorists consider these among the clearest violations of perceptual modularity (Block, 2016b; Ogilvie & Carruthers, 2016; Prinz, 2007). But Clarke objects that the empirical findings cited in this connection support the idea that mental imagery interacts with higher-level perceptual processes on a visual buffer (Kosslyn, 1980) - a functional space situated at the joint between independently posited modules - leaving the full-blown encapsulation of these modules intact. In fact, Clarke observes that the encapsulation of these modules could explain why penetration occurs on the visual buffer and not elsewhere. Since these modules are encapsulated, there is simply nowhere else for visual images to alter the perceptual process.

Confronted with alleged instances of cognitive penetration, Green, Quilty-Dunn, and Clarke all try to save perceptual modularity by, in effect, showing that a version of the view is compatible with more types of cognitive influence than one might expect. However, this leads to a potential worry when it comes to marking the perception–cognition border—a problem that is closely related to one discussed in the previous section: namely, that paradigmatic cognitive systems may now count as modular too; for instance, systems involved in mental arithmetic (Burnston & Cohen, 2015), navigation (Cheng, 1986), minimal mindreading (Apperly & Butterfill, 2009), and core cognition (Carey, 2009). Core number systems, for example, give rise to recalcitrant numerical illusions, suggesting that they are encapsulated from thought (Mandelbaum, 2013). Furthermore, they are constrained to process numerical information (Clarke & Beck, 2021), indicating that they are dimensionally restricted in the sense deemed distinctive of perception by DRH. But while these systems often appear to operate perceptually (Burr & Ross, 2008), they are sometimes implicated offline in paradigmatic cognitive activities, such as mental arithmetic (Chocon et al., 1999; Simon et al., 2002). This puts pressure on pure perception-first modularity-based accounts of the perception–cognition border, though some champions of modularity are open to impure versions of the account that add additional constraints (Green, 2020, pp. 382–383).

6 | FORMAT

Modularity is not the only way that theorists have sought to mark a perception–cognition border by appealing to proposed differences in information processing. An alternative approach appeals to differences in the format of the representations involved. Roughly: cognition is sentence-like, discursive, digital, conceptual, or propositional, while perception is pictorial, iconic, analog, non-conceptual, or non-propositional.

This format-based approach is compatible with other approaches to marking a perception–cognition border. For instance, Burnston (2017) proposes that differences in format imply some form of perceptual modularity (see also Butterfill, 2007). However, proponents of a format-based border are often motivated by a perceived failure of
other approaches. For instance, Burge takes a format-based approach to characterising the border, holding that while perception is encapsulated/modular, the suggestion that this marks a perception–cognition border is "clearly incorrect" since "There are modular processes that are not perceptual" (2010, p. 249, n. 90). Conversely, Block (2016b, 2023) appeals to differences of format to mark the border in part due to a perceived lack of encapsulation in perception.

Block (2023, Ch. 4) argues that perception is non-propositional and non-conceptual because it lacks logical form. For example, there is no negation or disjunction in perception—you cannot perceive that your handkerchief is not red, or that it is either red or blue. Block (2023, Ch. 5) argues that perception is iconic, or analog, by marshalling evidence that mental imagery is iconic and then arguing that mental imagery and perception involve representations of the same kind. On Block’s view, these format differences distinguish perception from cognition: whereas perception is constitutively non-propositional, non-conceptual, and iconic, cognition is paradigmatically (though not constitutively) propositional, conceptual, and discursive. Here, Block’s approach is plausibly best interpreted as thought-first since it allows that perception and mental imagery have the same format. Perception and various representations from core cognition, such as approximate number representations (Carey, 2009; Beck, 2019; cf. Clarke, 2022a), might also be taken to have the same format, though Block (2023, Ch. 12) resists the suggestion.

Of course, the appeal to format is itself controversial. For some this is because perception lacks a distinctive format, and trades in discursive representations of the sort employed in thought (Pylyshyn, 2003). Alternatively, some claim that cognitive representations are all inherently sensory (Prinz, 2003). But many others accept the existence of mental representations with a variety of format types yet deny that they track the border between perception and cognition (Beck, 2012, 2019; Fodor, 2007, 2008; Mandelbaum, 2018; Quilty-Dunn, 2016, 2020b).

To this end, some deny that perception is entirely iconic or pictorial. For example, Quilty-Dunn (2016, 2020b) appeals to evidence that, while some visual representations have a pictorial format, high-level concepts (like CAT and BREAD) can also get perceptually bound to object representations in what are called "object files" (Kahnemann et al., 1992). In support of this claim, he appeals to object reviewing studies. In one such study by Gordon and Irwin (2000) (Figure 2), subjects saw objects labeled with the words ‘apple’ and ‘bread’ on a screen. These labels subsequently disappear, and the objects begin moving. After some period, they stop and a picture appears in one of the objects, which sometimes matches one of the original labels (e.g., a picture of an apple) and sometimes does not (e.g., a picture of a cat). Subjects are asked whether the picture matches either of the original labels. Interestingly: while subjects tend to be highly accurate, they are significantly quicker to respond when the picture is presented on the object that contained its matching label (e.g., the picture of an apple on the object that contained the label ‘apple’) than when the picture is presented on the other object (e.g., the picture of an apple on the object that contained the label ‘bread’). This suggests that abstract information (e.g., the kind apple) is somehow bound to the original object across perceived changes in its position. Quilty-Dunn infers that the objects must be perceptually represented in a non-pictorial, conceptual format, since a pictorial representation couldn’t represent abstract kinds like apple without holistically binding them to a particular appearance. Thus, Quilty-Dunn concludes that perception cannot be demarcated by its pictorial format.

There are several lines of reply open to proponents of the format view. First, they might endorse Quilty-Dunn’s characterization of object files but deny that they are perceptual (e.g., Spelke, 1988; Block, 2023, Ch. 5; though see Quilty-Dunn, 2020b, pp. 822–829; Green, 2023). Alternatively, they might reply that object files are neither

---

**Figure 2** Schematic diagram of a study from Gordon and Irwin (2000). Reprinted here from Quilty-Dunn (2020b) with permission.
determinately perceptual nor determinately cognitive (Taylor, 2018). Or they might reply that Quilty-Dunn has been too quick to think that perception needs to represent like a realistic picture in order to have a distinctive format.

To develop this last reply, one might look to Burge (2010a, 2010b), who argues that perception is non-propositional because, unlike thought, it lacks genuine predication. Instead, perception has the structure of a complex demonstrative, like the phrase ‘That $F_1\ldots F_n$’. For example, a visual percept might be partly characterized by the content That red spherical body. Perception thus includes attributes (e.g., red, spherical, body) even though it is non-propositional. This opens up the possibility that abstract attributives like apple could feature in perception and help to explain the object-specific preview benefit.

Clarke (2022b) develops another way to resist the assumption that perception needs to be pictorial to have a unique format. Following Treisman (1986), he argues that the icons of early vision function more like maps than pictures. On his view, perceptual representations are spatially structured (like a picture) but features like color and shape are encoded independently of one another in distinct feature maps, and do not ‘gloop’ together as they would in a photograph. Clarke concludes as much because he thinks that the postulation of feature maps explains otherwise puzzling results, and does a better job of explaining the results which have traditionally motivated theorists to posit pictorial representations in early vision. But while Clarke argues that the maps found in early vision lack conceptual constituents entirely, he notes that perception would remain cartographic through and through even if conceptual elements were sometimes bound to the spatially located object representations Quilty-Dunn describes. On this view, complex perceptual representations always have a cartographic, spatial structure, even if they sometimes comprise conceptual constituents (see also Burge, 2010a, 2018).

Mandelbaum (2018) offers an alternative argument for the claim that high-level categorization occurs in early visual processing and takes this to undermine a format-based border while simultaneously supporting the existence of a border framed in terms of modularity. He appeals to evidence suggesting that we can reliably categorize images (e.g., as of a swan or bear catching fish) incredibly fast. For instance, Potter et al. (2014) demonstrated that images presented for just 13 ms could be reliably categorized in this way. Since top-down influences would take much longer than 13 ms, Mandelbaum concludes that conceptual categorization must occur within the visual system itself, in a bottom-up manner, and without help from higher cognition.

But while images in Potter et al.’s (2014) study were presented for just 13 ms, response times were much longer, and could have included time for cognition to categorize a perceptual representation. Mandelbaum replies that response times are themselves quite fast—around 120 ms in some studies, which is “too fast for feedback loops from cognition to help decode the stimuli” (Mandelbaum, 2018, p. 275). But it is unclear why feedback loops are needed. Perception could output representations of shapes, say, that automatically trigger the tokening of certain concepts in cognition by default. In fact, the studies Mandelbaum describes provide reason to think that perception is representing and retaining detailed low-level properties of the images, as might be captured in a picture, such that this could then be passed on to cognition for categorization. For in trials in which the target category was actually present, subjects were subsequently shown two images containing the target category and asked to identify which of these was the target image they had originally categorized. Since subjects who correctly reported seeing an instance of the target category in the original image performed comparably well in this task, it seems that they were retaining fine-grained information about the visual image even after categorization had taken place and that they were able to use this fine-grained information to reidentify the image they had originally categorized. This is consistent with the idea that such categorization occurred post-perceptually, and was based on perceptual images of the stimuli, retained in memory after the fact, not some intra-perceptual conceptualization process. (For further critical discussion of Mandelbaum’s argument, see Block, 2023, Ch. 8.)

### 7 | STIMULUS-DEPENDENCE

Perception is sensory. It involves the use of the senses (vision, audition, etc.), which extract information about the external world from proximal stimulation (light, sound, etc.). By contrast, cognition can run offline, without the
operation of the senses and in the absence of proximal stimulation. Thus, you cannot see Times Square with your eyes closed, though you can think about or imagine it just fine. This has led some philosophers to defend purist (Beck, 2018) or impurist (Phillips, 2019) versions of the perception-first proposal that perception should be distinguished from cognition in virtue of its stimulus-dependence.

There is a sense in which the modularity and format approaches both propose that the perception–cognition border is deep. It is captured by a non-obvious property that lies beneath the surface, discoverable only through considerable scientific investigation. But some scientifically useful distinctions are shallow. Scientists find it helpful to distinguish carnivores from herbivores, deciduous from evergreen plants, and tropical from temperate rainforests. These distinctions are characterized by relatively superficial properties. Likewise, the criterion of stimulus-dependence marks the perception–cognition boundary in a relatively shallow way. It is just the distinction between those mental entities that depend on proximal stimulation (in the relevant way), and those that do not.

According to Beck (2018), a mental state is stimulus-dependent just in case it is causally sustained by present proximal stimulation. Thus, seeing is stimulus-dependent because it is causally sustained by light on your retina. If light is blocked from reaching your retina (e.g., because you close your eyes) you can no longer see. By contrast, beliefs, memories, imaginings, and other cognitive states are stimulus-independent because proximal stimulation is not necessary to sustain them. You can believe, remember, or imagine that Times Square is in front of you with your eyes closed.

Quilty-Dunn (2020a) objects that if we follow Beck (2018), perception will be nonconceptual by fiat. For if perception needs to be fully stimulus-dependent, then concepts like swan could not be tokened within the visual system before being sent to thought. And Quilty-Dunn thinks it’s an empirical matter whether concepts are tokened in perception (à la Mandelbaum). Advocates of stimulus-dependence might reply that just as proponents of modularity often deny the possibility of cognitive penetration, they can deny that concepts are tokened in perception. Both are developing analyses that they take to be recommended by the empirical evidence. Where they disagree about what that evidence shows, their analyses will differ—by design, not fiat.

Another way to address Quilty-Dunn’s objection is suggested by O’Callaghan & Beck, (in prep.). They take perception and cognition to be distinct faculties, where each faculty is a collection of capacities (O’Callaghan, 2021; Schellenberg, 2018). A capacity belongs to perception if it can be exercised in a stimulus-dependent manner and to cognition if it can be exercised in a stimulus-independent manner. Because some capacities can be exercised in each manner, the two faculties are non-exclusive; they partially overlap. This account allows that a given conceptual capacity might be exercised perceptually on some occasions and cognitively on others, evading Quilty-Dunn’s worry.

Sometimes perceptual capacities are exercised unsuccessfully, resulting in hallucinations or after-images. Hallucinations and after-images are plausibly perceptual despite not being stimulus-dependent. But proponents of stimulus-dependence can distinguish perceptual capacities from cognitive capacities because their successful exercise is causally dependent on present proximal stimulation. Mental states that result from the exercise of perceptual capacities can then be counted as perceptual whether they are stimulus-dependent or not (Beck, 2018; see also Schellenberg, 2018). By comparison, a basketball shot counts as such even if it misses the hoop.

Setting aside hallucinations, Cermeño-Aínsa (2021) objects that the stimulus-dependence view struggles to accommodate two other phenomena: visual categorization and amodal completion. Suppose you see a woman in the distance who you recognize to be your mother. That act of visual categorization plausibly involves the tokening of concepts, like my mother, in a way that is stimulus-independent. You can continue to think that the woman is your mother even if you close your eyes. But the act of visual categorization is also plausibly perceptual, at least in part. One way to handle this would be to allow that visual categorization is neither purely perceptual nor purely cognitive. Rather, it’s a hybrid phenomenon.

Now suppose your mother is half occluded by a wall when you see her, so that only the right side of her body is visible. You nevertheless visually represent her left half as continuing behind the wall. The stimulus-dependence view counts amodal completion as perceptual because proximal stimulation is necessary to sustain it: if you didn’t see the right side of your mother, you wouldn’t be able to “complete” the left side of her. But Cermeño-Aínsa (2021) argues...
that this sort of amodal completion relies on your background beliefs about what your mother looks like, suggesting that it is partly cognitive. The stimulus-dependence view, however, can allow that cognition influences perception, and thus that your beliefs about your mother influence your perception of your mother. A mental state that includes amodal completion can be perceptual even if it is influenced by cognition.

Burge (2022) raises a quite different concern: he objects that the stimulus-dependence approach counts some forms of short-term visual memory as cognitive, including visual sensory memory (which retains considerable visual information for up to a second) and trans-saccadic memory (which maintains stability during quick eye movements of 30-50 ms), a result he calls “clearly unacceptable” (p. 673; but see Block, 2023, p. 263). Burge’s diagnosis is that perception and cognition are non-exhaustive categories; these forms of memory are neither perceptual nor cognitive.

Proponents of stimulus-dependence might reply by expanding the temporal window of stimulus-dependence, though the challenge would be to do this in a way that isn’t ad-hoc. Alternatively, they might take stimulus-dependence to mark the border between perception and extra-perception and then either rest satisfied with a very broad view of cognition or else take cognition to consist in stimulus-independence plus some additional criterion (thereby conceding to Burge that sensory and trans-saccadic memory belong to neither perception nor cognition). Which of these strategies is best, and whether they can be successfully developed, remains to be seen.

8 | CONCLUSION

Our discussion has been selective. After noting that the existence of a perception-cognition border is no foregone conclusion, we critically examined five prominent approaches to marking the border—in terms of phenomenology, revisability, modularity, format, and stimulus-dependence. Each approach has been challenged, and many issues remain open. Beyond asking whether any one approach is workable, researchers might explore Impurist approaches to the perception-cognition border, asking if or how multiple approaches can be combined to provide an extensionally adequate characterization. Relatedly, they might ask whether there is a single perception–cognition border to mark, or whether Pluralism is required (Phillips, 2019). This is worth considering since those who start from perception and ask how everything post-perceptual differs (i.e., take a Perception-First Approach) are likely to arrive at importantly different analyses than those who start from belief (say) and ask how it differs from perception (or take a Thought-First Approach, more generally). Finally, it is worth considering if or how the perceived failure of the approaches we have considered supports eliminativism about the border. This is important to consider, since eliminativists have tended to find inspiration in the perceived failure of just one or two possible accounts (e.g., a perceived failure to draw the border in terms of phenomenology or modularity – Clark, 2013; Lupyan, 2016). If there is one take home message from our discussion, it is that there are many possible approaches to drawing a fruitful perception-cognition border.
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ENDNOTE

1 Other times, precuing effects might work via expectations alone, without attention (cf. Green, 2020, pp. 377–381 and Quilty-Dunn, 2020c, p. 340, n. 5).
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